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If you want to switch from a compact to an extended table, you can do that in the Layout toolbar
(Table Properties). Table Layout Right click -> Layout -> Table Properties The table's columns

(textboxes) can be extended or shrunk (to the left or to the right) by using the Table Properties
dialog. A: Look at that table (click any of the images to see a larger version): Notice the grey squares
in the columns. These are the Fitting options, which are the same for any of the editors. To get the
same in VCL, you can use this: procedure TTableCADEditorForm.TableLayout1CustomDrawColumn(
DataSet: TCustomDataSet; const Column: TColumn; var Rect: TRect; const ColumnIndex: Integer);

var CurrentCell: TTableCADCell; begin CurrentCell :=
Form1.CADEditor1.CADTable1.Cells[Column.Index, 0]; CurrentCell.Arrange(TAlignLayout.alLeft, 4);
end; This is the same as the code in the OP, but with references to the appropriate components. Q:
Filling a byte matrix as a sum of other matrices I am trying to fill a matrix with same data as that of

other two matrices. The output is supposed to be a byte matrix. As an example, I have a 16-byte
vector, say 'abcde', and two 3-byte matrices: A and B. If I multiply A with 'abcde' and B with 'abcde'
and add up, I should get a 3x16 byte matrix with the same value as of A and B. Please help me with

the code! A: Try this A = [your_A_matrix byte]; B = [your_B_matrix byte];
reshape(A*B+bint2double(B*A),[],1) The present invention relates to a recovery method for

recovering an emulsion-dispersed component present in a concentrate (hereinafter referred to as a
concentrate component) separated during the course of a process for treatment of water containing

organic matters by an emulsion (hereinafter referred to as a water treatment process) or by a
method of treatment of
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